
AP WORLD HISTORY SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS 

Book 1 of 2 (world focus and periodization)

A History of the World in Six Glasses 
By Tom Standage 

Incoming AP World History students are required to read A History of the World in Six Glasses .  Tom Standage’s 
work provides an engaging and innovative historical analysis of six different beverages and their impact during six 
important eras of history.  The book effectively provides a broad overview of history and encourages an 
understanding of the numerous forces (political, cultural, economic, technological, social, religious and ecological) 
which affect the development of civilizations and the interactions between diverse societies.  The use of this book 
in no way represents an endorsement of the use or misuse of any of the beverages! 

Students will take a test consisting of multiple choice and short essay questions during the first week 
of school based on their reading.  Students are encouraged to take notes (hand-written only) and WILL BE 
allowed to use their notes during the test.   In essence you can begin the course with a high test score 
which can be invaluable!

In reading and taking notes, students are STRONGLY advised to consider the following: 

“Beer in Mesopotamia and Egypt” 

1. How is the discovery of beer linked to the growth of the first “civilizations”?
2. What is the relationship between beer and writing, commerce, and health?

“Wine in Greece and Rome” 
3. How did the use of wine differ from that of beer in ancient Greece and Rome?
4. How and why did wine develop into a form of a status symbol in Greece?
5. How did the use of wine in Roman culture differ from that of ancient Greece?
6. What is the relationship between wine and empire, medicine, and religion?

“Spirits in the Colonial Period” 
7. What is the origin of distilled spirits?

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi23dz-ptLMAhWFNz4KHe8FCfcQjRwIBw&url=http://books.google.com/books/about/A_History_of_the_World_in_6_Glasses.html?id%3DHtZjZ7p-e0EC%26source%3Dkp_cover&psig=AFQjCNFMkALiW3wn6KvQ1bBk4Psz7I-VnA&ust=1463065806230700


8. What is the connection between spirits and colonization?
9. How was the production of spirits connected to slavery?

10. In the 18th century, how did spirits help Britain have a more superior navy than France?

“Coffee in the Age of Reason” 
11. Who did Europeans get coffee from and how did it spread to Europe?
12. Describe coffee’s effect on the global balance of power (in terms of commerce).
13. How did coffee play a pivotal role in the scientific revolution?
14. How did coffee play a pivotal role in the “financial revolution”?
15. How did coffee play a pivotal role in the Enlightenment and French Revolution?
“Tea and the British Empire”
16. How did the consumption of tea in Europe differ from how it was consumed in China or Japan?
17. How did tea transform English society? Who were its main consumers and what were some of the new rituals
that surrounded tea?
18. How was tea an integral part of the Industrial Revolution?
19. What was the connection between tea and politics?
20. How was tea connected to the opium trade and the Opium War of 1839-1842?
21. What role did the tea trade and production play in the British rule over India?

“Coca-Cola and the Rise of America” 
22. What was the relationship of coke and World War II?
23. How was coke thought of by the communists during the Cold War?
24. What is meant by “globalization in a bottle”?
25. How did Coco-Cola come to be seen as an American value? How did this help and hurt Coca-Cola (and, in

some ways, America itself?)

THE BIG PICTURE 
26. Of the six that that the author discusses, which beverage do you think has played the most significant role in
history?
27. What do you think is the beverage for the next era in history?  Do you agree with the author’s choice in the
epilogue?



AP European History Summer Assignment , book 2 or 2 (Causation and Change and Continuity) PROJECT GRADE

Part One – A World Lit Only By Fire 
You will need to obtain a copy of A World Lit Only By Fire by William Manchester. I recommend that you purchase the 
book in order to make highlights and notes in it.  It is available on Amazon for under $10 new, and under $5 used.  If 
you have a Kindle or iPad, it is fine to download an electronic version of the book, but do not just use the search 
function to find the answers to the questions.   
1. Before you read, define the following terms.  You will encounter these terms frequently in your reading and
throughout the coming school year, and it is necessary to your comprehension of the book that you clearly understand
their meaning.  Each term should be HANDwritten on your own paper, followed by a definition in your own words.

1. Vatican
2. Pope
3. pontiff
4. Cardinal (religious definition, not the color or bird!)
5. nobility
6. peasants/serfs
7. patronage
8. heretic/heresy
9. vernacular
10. secular
11. autodidact
12. Renaissance
13. theocracy
14. manorial system
15. feudalism
16. republic
17. Holy Roman Empire

2. The purpose of this book is so that you can have a basis of European History before you enter the Course
 ….so I hope you enjoy A World Lit Only By Fire! 
Please read Sections I and II (pages 1-219) of A World Lit Only By Fire by William Manchester.  This is a high level book 
and you may have difficulty with sections of it.  Be patient, and take your time.  You should try to read 20 pages a day 
over a four week period.  If you wait and try to read this in the two or three days before school begins, you will be 
putting yourself in a precarious situation…and you may want to gouge your eyes out! This book does an exemplary job
of establishing the European mindset as Europe enters the Modern Age.  It is crucial that you understand how 
Europeans thought; what was important to Europeans, the relationship between ordinary people and the Catholic 
Church, and the struggle for power between the Church and secular governments.  These are themes that we will 
continue to see throughout our study of Modern Europe. 

3. Complete the following questions while you read the Manchester book.  Questions should be answered in
complete sentences and handwritten, original work.  Most questions can be adequately answered in 1-2 sentences,
although others may require longer responses.  The questions in bold are critical thinking questions that you should
spend more time responding to.  Write the page or pages where you found the answer in parentheses after each
response.  You do not need to write the questions. Do not race through this assignment and answer the questions
superficially.  You will not receive credit for responses that inadequately address the question asked.  The questions are
in the order in which the topic appears in the book.  These questions are not busy work.  I wrote them to help you
understand the main themes and to reinforce the ideas that will be the cornerstones of our study this year.  Please put
effort, care, and thought into this assignment. You may work with a friend, HOWEVER ALL SUBMITTED WORK MUST BE
IN YOUR OWN WORDS.
A. Section One – The Medieval Mind (pages 1-28)

1. What event began Europe’s troubles?  What groups, from what areas, were responsible?
2. How were the “Dark Ages” different from the Roman Civilization that preceded them?



3. What does the everyday violence tell you about life during the Dark Ages?  What was the paradox
between Christianity and violence?

4. Who was St. Augustine?  What was his influence on medieval Christian thought?
5. What was the significance of Emperor Henry IV and Canossa regarding the relationship between secular

rulers and the Church?
6. Why were the pagan gods appealing?  What was the relationship between pagan tradition and the

Church?  Give THREE examples of how the Church adapted to pagan tradition.
7. How did men become members of the aristocracy?  How were kings chosen before hereditary

monarchy?
8. How does this quote show the relationship between people and the Church?

“The Church is not susceptible of being reformed in her doctrines.  The Church is the work of an
Incarnate God.  Like all God’s works, it is perfect.  It is, therefore, incapable of reform.”

9. What does Manchester mean by the people’s “anonymity approached the absolute”?
10. Why did powerful absolute monarchs develop?
11. Why does Manchester say that time was a “dragon” at the end of section one?  What does he mean

by this?  Which dragons do you think were most important?  Why?

Please identify the following people, places, events, and terms from this section, explaining WHAT/WHO it is and WHY it 
is important, using the following format: 

#. name of term 
a. WHAT or WHO
b. WHY it is important

Terms: 
1. St. Augustine
2. Leo III
3. Pope Clement V
4. Fourth Lateran Council

B. Section Two – The Shattering (pages 31-219)
*Due to the nature of pages 68-86, you are not expected to read these pages and none of the questions are from this
section.  These are affectionately referred to as 'The Forbidden pages'

1. What was Magellan’s significance regarding the Church?
2. Manchester says that one of the most unpleasant characteristics of the age is “man’s inhumanity to

man” (page 35).  Give THREE examples of this from pages 34-36.
3. Why was the reigning pope considered “the most dangerous enemy in Europe?”  Give several specific

examples.
4. What were “indulgences” and how did they work?
5. What do you think the effect of papal ignorance of celibacy would be on the Church?
6. What is nepotism and how did it damage the Church?
7. Explain the conflict and resolution between Savanarola and Alexander VI.
8. What was the Holy Roman Empire?
9. Complete the sentence:  “Most Europeans in the early 1500s lived in  of 

than     people.”  Why is this significant?
10. Compare the homes of the nobility and the peasantry.
11. Why was a woman’s life expectancy less than a man’s?
12. Why do you think so many superstitions persisted throughout the Middle Ages?
13. What was travel like for medieval Europeans?  What dangers did they face?  How were these dangers

combated?
14. Why do fables such as Robin Hood, the Pied Piper, and King Arthur exist?  Is there any truth in them?
15. What was the relationship between rulers and the arts during the Renaissance?
16. Why was Leonardo da Vinci so dangerous to popes and Christianity?  Who came to his rescue?



17. What other developments were necessary for the development of printing (moveable type)?
18. What effect do you think literacy and printing had on the Church?
19. What was the focus of education during the Renaissance?  Why do you think education became so

important during this period?
20. Who were the humanists?  (do not name them, explain what they believed and what they did) Were

humanists religious? To a humanist, which was more important:  happiness and welfare in this lifetime
or happiness and welfare in the afterlife?

21. What were the two threats that humanism posed to the Church?
22. What is “satire”?  How did Erasmus use it?  Give specific examples from The Praise of Folly and Iulius

exculsus.
23. How do you think Erasmus defined his role?  Did he believe he was starting a religious revolution?
24. According to pages 129-131, what was peoples’ attitude toward the clergy?  What caused this?
25. What were some of the ways popes and other clergymen made money?
26. What did Luther do on October 31, 1517?  What was his argument against indulgences?
27. How did Luther’s challenge to the Pope lead the peasantry to challenge traditional authorities?
28. What did Luther do at the Leipzig debate that made him more of a threat to the Church?
29. Why had Pope Leo X supported Frederick of Saxony’s lenient treatment of Luther?
30. Why does Luther publish in the vernacular?  How does this tie in with Manchester’s discussion on pages

159-162 of the conflict between Rome and the German states?
31. What happened at the Diet of Worms?
32. How did Martin Luther threaten the established order of Renaissance Europe?  How does he help

usher in the modern age?
33. Where did early Protestant strength come from? (think social classes)
34. What did Protestants agree on?  What was the main issue they disagreed on?
35. What happened when Charles V’s army sacked Rome?  Who was blamed for the sack?
36. What was the Roman Inquisition?
37. What was King Henry VIII’s response to Lutheranism?  How did the Pope respond to Henry VIII?
38. Complete the quote:  “Henry [VIII] remained a faithful  in every particular except one.  

He rejected  because the pontiff – for , not 
 reasons – resisted what the king regarded a royal prerogative.” 

39. Why did Henry VIII want an annulment?  Why did Pope Clement VII feel he couldn’t grant an
annulment?

40. How did Henry VIII respond to being excommunicated?
41. During the Medieval period, what was the relationship between the church and people?  How was

that relationship altered or continued during the Renaissance period?

Please identify the following people, places, events, and terms from this section, explaining WHAT/WHO it is and WHY it 
is important, using the following format: 

#. name of term 
a. WHAT or WHO
b. WHY it is important

Terms: 
1. Carlos I/Charles V (this is the same person, however he has 2 different names because he reigned in

2 different areas)
2. Spanish Inquisition
3. simony
4. Leo X
5. Savonarola
6. Lorenzo de Medici
7. Hansa
8. Francis I



9. Pius II
10. Rodrigo Lanzol y Borgia/Pope Alexander VI
11. Cesare Borgia
12. Johannes Gutenberg
13. Sir Thomas More
14. Giovanni Pico della Mirandola
15. Erasmus
16. Julius II
17. Johann Tetzel
18. Martin Luther
19. Jan Hus
20. John Calvin
21. Clement VII
22. Henry VIII
23. Act of Succession
24. Act of Supremacy
25. Queen Mary I
26. Elizabeth I

C. Evaluation Questions
Your responses to these questions will generally be your opinion, backed up with specific examples from
the book.  If you use a direct quote from the book, please write the page number where the quote comes
from.  These responses should be AT LEAST one paragraph.

1. What was the European mindset as presented by Manchester?  What was important to
Europeans?What forces influenced their daily lives?

2. Why do you think the second section of the book is titled “The Shattering”?
3. Write a BRIEF evaluation of the experience reading this book.  What was easy for you?  What was

challenging?  Do you feel prepared for AP Euro?  How seriously did you take this assignment?  How
much time did you spend?  Please be honest in your evaluation.

Grade Summary:
The '5 Glasses' notes and book will be assessed via a test in week one.
The 'World lit only by Fire' written information will be your first project and classwork grades and will be due week 
one.

ALL summer material is expected to be kept in an organized notebook by the first week of school.




